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COUNTRY SEMINAR REPORT 

Which knowledge, skills and attitudes are needed in order for European adults 

to be active and participatory? 

 

Bucharest, Romania, 14th of February  2014 

Host: University Politehnica of Bucharest, CAMIS center   

Venue:  room CB212 

 

 

The seminar was held In Bucharest, Romania, on the 14th of February 2014, and was organized 

by University Politehnica of Bucharest, CAMIS center, room CB212. 

At the seminar, 15 people participated, among which 10 young students and 5 adult learners 

from various Romanian SMEs and  organizations. 3 members of staff also attended the seminar. 

Mr. Catalin Amza welcomed everyone to this seminar/discussion and presented the DANTE 

projects and its foreseen results. 

A free discussion was then moderated by mr. Catalin Amza and Mr. DUmitru Titi Cicic. The 

following questions were raised: 

1. What is meant by ‘European citizenship’? 

2. What is meant by ‘active European citizenship’?  

3. What social media and communication tools are people using and how can it be used to 

foster active European citizenship? Do people already use SM in order to become more 

active in their community/society? 
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Conclusions and results 

1. European citizenship 

During the discussion it turned out that most of the participants were not aware of what EU 

citizenship actually means. The vast majority of participants knew about an add on TV with the 

phrase “I am an European citizen and  have rights” – “Sunt un cetatean european si am 

drepturi”. This add was presented on TV a lot of times, hence the participants knew about it. 

However, this add was in reality about EU consumer right, rather than EU citizenship.  

As a conclusion the majority of respondents considered EU citizenship as an abstract idea, 

created by Brussels politicians and they had no idea what it actually means (expect their 

confusion with consumer rights). 

2. Active European citizenship 

The discussion about this follows the trend presented above. An active citizen was considered 

one that is actually active in its own community, rather than National or EU level. Voting in 

elections were mentioned, including the “Europarlamentare” (European parliament elections) 

which are coming in a few months’ time. 3 persons actually mentioned some protest they 

participated in Bucharest, protest initiated on Facebook regarding the euthanasia of stray dogs 

law and against the Rosia Montana gold mining project (with a procedure involving cyanide – 

environmental issue). A common trend among the students for instance is that fact that they 

do not want even to participate in the voting, even knowing that it is their right to do so. 

3. Social media as instruments 

The vast majority of participants were using social media. 18 perople were actually using 

Facebook while only 3 of them were using Twitter. Most of them are only using social media for 

personal entertaiment and fo rkeeping in tough with friends. However, as mentioned before, 

some of them actually participated in civic protest agains some government initiatives, protest 

that were initiated on Facebook. They did not know that actually this meant that they were 

using Social Media for Active European participation in decision making process. It was a 

general idea that SM can and will be used more and more for people initiatives, especially at 

local level (in small communities) and even at National level. The participants considered rather 

difficult to use social media for initiative at local level, but if someone will initiate one that will 

fit their preferences, they are willing to participate. 

In was a general consuss that SM will become more and more the „voice of people” and 

government and local autorithis shoudl be themselves more active in this networks, either by 

promoting their initiatives and laws, or simply by keeping their citizens informed. 
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